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ABSTRACT

Developing distributed systems is a complex task that requires to

program different peers, often using several languages on different

platforms, writing communication code and handling data serializa-

tion and conversion.

We show how the multitier programming paradigm can alleviate

these issues, supporting a development model where all peers in the

system can be written in the same language and coexist in the same

compilation units, communication code is automatically inserted

by the compiler and the language abstracts over data conversion

and serialization. We present multitier programming abstractions,

discuss their applicability step by step for the development of small

applications and discuss larger case studies on distributed stream

processing, like Apache Flink and Apache Gearpump.
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1 SCALALOCI

In this tutorial, we present the programming style for distributed ap-

plications using the multitier programming paradigm [1, 3, 6], which

provides mechanisms to abstract over common tedious and error-

prone issues of distributed systems development, including network

communication, data conversions, and multi-language development.

The multitier approach allows a distributed program to be de-

veloped as a single code base generating the code specific to each
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component of the distributed system ś including communication

code ś automatically during compilation.

In the tutorial, we adopt ScalaLoci [7], a recent multitier lan-

guage designed as a Scala DSL. ScalaLoci provides placement types

to associate data and computations to locations. Developers can

control the placement by representing the different components

of the distributed system at the type level. In contrast to existing

multitier languages, ScalaLoci goes beyond the Web domain and the

clientśserver model and enables static reasoning about placement.

Also, ScalaLoci supports multitier reactives ś placed abstractions for

reactive programming [2, 4, 5] ś which let developers compose data

flows spanning over multiple distributed components.

2 TUTORIAL CONTENT

The goal of the tutorial is twofold. On the one hand, we would like

to introduce the audience to the general philosophy of multitier

programming, showing which fundamental abstractions in this par-

adigm help programmers to attack the complexity of distributed

systems. On the other hand, we would like to concretely guide

the audience through the steps of developing an application with

ScalaLoci, enabling the attendees of the tutorial to start adopting

ScalaLoci for simple projects.

The structure of the tutorial includes three parts.

Multitier programming philosophy and abstractions. In this part

we provide an introduction to the design of ScalaLoci. We first cover

the general philosophy of developing distributed applications with

multitier programming. We discuss the development of multiple

peers in the same compilation unit, placement of data and placement

of processing functions, and multitier event-oriented communica-

tion for coordination. Second, we provide an overview of the main

abstractions offered by ScalaLoci and how they can be combined

in complex applications. These include placement types, multitier

streams, remote blocks, and architecture specifications.

Getting started with multitier programming. This tutorial unit

covers the practical details of starting developing applications with

ScalaLoci. First, we discuss how to get started with a ScalaLoci

project and the generated deployment units. Second we demonstrate

how to develop a distributed application by using ScalaLoci step

by step. To this end, we use small applications, which are grown

incrementally during the presentation, like a minimal online chat, a

distributed tweet processing application and a system with a ring

topology that passes tokens along the ring.

Multitier programming case studies. The third part of the tutorial

discusses how to apply multitier programming to larger applications.

Because of the size of these applications, in the tutorial, we only
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cover the main aspects of refactoring them tomultitier programs and

the design improvements achieved in the process. We consider two

stream processing applications, Apache Flink and Apache Gearpump.

In both cases, multitier programming raises the level of abstraction

hiding, e.g., communication details, makes the software architec-

ture explicit, and improves safety, replacing a number of potential

runtime failures with compile time checks.

Some further topics will be discussed based on time availability

and interest of the audience, including the ScalaLoci fault tolerance

model and formal models for multitier programs.

3 EXPECTED OUTCOME

The expected outcome of the tutorial is that attendees understand the

principles of developing distributed systems with multitier program-

ming and are able to start the development of simple applications

based on the ScalaLoci multitier language right away.

4 REQUIRED BACKGROUND

The tutorial does not require any special background. It may fit into

a lecture on programming distributed systems in a Master class of

a CS course. ScalaLoci is based on Scala, but the tutorial does not

require specific Scala knowledge. The Scala syntax will be explained

when needed, especially in the aspects that differ from Java. Basic

programming skills in a high-level language (e.g., Scala/Java) are

necessary to follow the code examples.

5 PRIOR EXPERIENCE

The authors gave a talk on multitier programming for distributed

systems in ScalaLoci at the REBLS workshop in 2016 and at the

OOPSLA conference in 2018. A demo on the same topic has been

given at the <Programming> conference in March 2019.
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